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OVERVIEW 

1. Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) submits this Aide Memoire in respect of the case 

conference on April 19, 2024 in which MNP Ltd. (“MNP”), as trustee in bankruptcy (the 

“Trustee”) of Integro Building Systems Inc. (the “Bankrupt”), is requesting a hearing of its 

Motion for an Administrative Order (the “Administrative Order”): (a) approving the First Report 

of the Trustee dated February 14, 2024 (as supplemented by a Supplemental Report dated 

February 22, 2024, the “First Report”) and the activities described therein; and (b) approving the 

fees and disbursements of the Trustee and its legal counsel, as detailed in the First Report and the 

Affidavit of Sheldon Title sworn February 14, 2024 and the Affidavit of Jane Dietrich sworn 

February 14, 2024 (together, the “Fee Affidavits”).  

2. RBC does not dispute the quantum of the fees and disbursements claimed by the Trustee 

and their counsel, Cassels Brock & Blackwell (“Cassels”). Rather, RBC only disputes the source 

of payment of such fees and disbursements and takes the position that the payment of such fees and 

disbursements cannot be made to the prejudice of the secured claims of RBC as the senior secured 

creditor of the Bankrupt. 

3. Accordingly, RBC seeks an order and an endorsement declaring that the fees and 

disbursements of the Trustee and Cassels, not be paid out of the estate of the Bankrupt (the 

“Estate”) in priority to RBC, as the senior secured creditor of the Bankrupt. 

BACKGROUND 

4. By way of background, RBC is the senior secured creditor of the Bankrupt and its security 

over all of the present and after-acquired property, assets and undertaking of the Bankrupt is valid 

and enforceable, as confirmed in the opinion of Cassels, a true copy of which is attached as 

Exhibit “B” to the Affidavit of Barry Mutis sworn March 4, 2024 (the “Mutis Affidavit”), which 

is included in the Motion Record of RBC dated March 4, 2024.  

5. Pursuant to the evidence of indebtedness dated March 15, 2012 (the “EOI”), RBC provided 

certain credit facilities to the Bankrupt, on the terms and conditions as outlined in the EOI, a true 

copy of which is attached as Exhibit “A” to the Mutis Affidavit. 

6. Without notice to RBC, the Bankrupt made an assignment in bankruptcy on August 31, 

2023 under section 49(1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3, as amended 
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(the “BIA”) and MNP was appointed as Trustee. The Trustee did not, in and around the time of its 

appointment, seek to enter into any fee arrangement with RBC.  

7. The Trustee and the Canada Revenue Agency (“CRA”) entered into an administrative 

agreement dated November 7, 2023, as amended on February 29, 2024 (the “Administrative 

Agreement”), pursuant to which CRA consented to allowing for the protection of the fees and 

disbursements of the Trustee and Cassels in an amount of up to $305,560.13. CRA has asserted 

certain claims against the Estate, including a deemed trust claim in respect of unremitted source 

deductions which it has valued at $3,534,468.52 (the “Deemed Trust Claim”). 

8. The Trustee also entered into an engagement letter with Integro dated August 28, 2023 (the 

“MNP Engagement Letter”), which letter included a third-party deposit agreement attached as 

Schedule A thereto, pursuant to which Hi-Rise Vista Holdings Inc., 61/67 Claireville Holdings Ltd. 

and Chafhold Corporation (collectively, the “Indemnitors”) deposited with the Trustee an amount 

of $287,000 (the “Retainer”) for the purpose of guaranteeing the costs, fees and disbursements of 

the Trustee and its counsel.   

9. The MNP Engagement Letter further provided for a fee indemnity agreement attached as 

Schedule B thereto (the “Fee Indemnity Agreement”), pursuant to which the Indemnitors agreed 

to be liable to pay the balance of any of the Trustee’s fees and disbursements, if any, in the event 

that the Retainer was insufficient to fund such fees and disbursements of the Trustee. 

10. On February 23, 2024, the Court granted the approval and vesting order (the “AVO”) 

pursuant to which it approved the sale of certain assets of the Bankrupt to State Window 

Corporation. A copy of the AVO is attached as Appendix “A” hereto.  

11. On March 8, 2024, the Court granted an adjournment of the Trustee’s motion for the 

Administrative Order, noting that RBC has expressed concerns about the Trustee’s activities, and 

that the adjournment may yield additional clarity about any further realizations. A copy of the 

Court’s endorsement dated March 8, 2024 is attached as Appendix “B” hereto. 

12. On March 15, 2024, the Trustee delivered a letter to RBC and CRA inquiring about their 

expectations of the Trustee with respect to collection efforts, a copy of which is attached as 

Appendix “C” hereto. On April 10, 2024, RBC delivered a letter of response (the “BLG April 10 
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Letter”) in which RBC, among other things, requested information in connection with all accounts 

receivable, and confirmed that it never agreed to the arrangements in place between CRA and the 

Trustee with respect to the Administrative Agreement or indicated that it would support the 

payment of the fees or expenses of the Trustee and Cassels ahead of RBC’s secured claims. Further, 

RBC requested the Trustee’s and CRA’s agreement to a revised Administrative Order attached to 

the BLG April 10 Letter. A copy of the BLG April 10 Letter is attached as Appendix “D” hereto. 

13. On April 12, 2024, the Trustee delivered a letter in response to the BLG April 10 Letter (the 

“Cassels April 12 Letter”) in which the Trustee confirmed its consent to the revised 

Administrative Order attached to the BLG April 10 Letter, subject to the approval of its activities. 

The Trustee further advised of its intention to wind-up the Bankrupt’s estate and seek its discharge. 

A copy of the Cassels April 12 Letter is attached as Appendix “E” hereto. 

14. On April 13, 2024, the CRA delivered a letter in response to the BLG April 10 Letter (the 

“CRA April 13 Letter”), wherein CRA confirmed that it will consent to allowing the Trustee’s 

and Cassels fees and expenses, up to a total amount of $305,560.13, to be paid from the proceeds 

payable to the CRA in respect of its Deemed Trust Claim, provided that the Trustee will first apply 

the Retainer to its fees and expenses.   

RBC’S POSITION 

15. With the benefit of the last few weeks since this matter was last before Justice Black on 

March 8, 2024, the parties have had an opportunity to pursue a partial resolution of the various 

issues, prior to returning to Court for the case conference on April 19, 2024. As a result of further 

engagement as between RBC, CRA and the Trustee, the parties have settled on a form of 

Endorsement that addresses RBC’s concerns on the issue of the Fees (as defined below) of the 

Trustee and Cassels.  

16. It is RBC’s position that the Trustee is not entitled be paid out of the proceeds of realization 

of the Estate in priority to the secured claims of RBC (the “Secured Claim”), and instead it should 

have resort to the several layers of protection in place with respect to the fees and disbursements of 

the Trustee and Cassels (the “Fees”).  

17. The Trustee and Cassels have recourse to the following sources of funds in respect of the 

Fees: 
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(a) the full amount of the Retainer; 

(b) the Indemnitors pursuant to the Fee Indemnity Agreement; and 

(c) payment of the Fees out of the Crown’s priority claim (Deemed Trust Claim) against 

the Estate pursuant to the Administrative Agreement. 

18. As indicated in the Trustee’s Motion Record dated February 15, 2024, the Trustee’s 

accounts for the period from August 28, 2023 to January 31, 2024 total $263,778.10 (exclusive of 

HST), and Cassels’ accounts for the period from August 31, 2023 to January 31, 2024 total 

$68,609.42 (exclusive of HST), to a total of $332,387.52. Pursuant to the Retainer and the 

Administrative Agreement, a total of $592,560.13 is available to the Trustee and its counsel for the 

payment of the Fees. With respect to any further Fees that have been incurred since January 31, 

2024, the Trustee and Cassels have recourse to the sources of payment set out in paragraph 16 

above.  

19. Courts have repeatedly held that trustees are not entitled to the payment of their fees and 

expenses in priority to the claims of secured creditors, and that such fees and expenses of the trustee 

are subordinate to secured claims.  

20. In Avery Trucking Inc. (Receiver of) v. Avery’s Trucking In. Estate (Trustee of), the 

Registrar of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court denied a claim made by a trustee in bankruptcy that it 

was entitled to its fees and expenses in priority to the claims of secured creditors. The Registrar 

referenced ss. 71 and 128(3) of the BIA, and found that these provisions made it clear that the rights 

of secured creditors stand and are unimpeded by proceedings in bankruptcy,1 and the property over 

which they hold security does not become part of the property in bankruptcy and is not available to 

ordinary creditors, unless such property is redeemed in accordance with s. 128(3) of the BIA. Citing 

the 2012-2013 Annotated Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, Houlden, Morawetz and Sara at page 

497, the Registrar noted: 

The effect of ss. 70(1) and 71 with respect to secured creditors is that the interest of a secured 
creditor in the property of the bankrupt never loses its priority over the claims of other 
creditors, never passes into the hands of the trustee and never becomes a part of the property 
in the hands of the trustee to be divided among the creditors proving in bankruptcy, unless 

 
1 Avery Trucking Inc. (Receiver of) v. Avery’s Trucking In. Estate (Trustee of), 2013 NSSC 302 [“Avery”], at para 7. 
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the trustee redeems the property by paying out the claim of the secured creditor as permitted 
by s. 128(3). [emphasis added] 

21. The Registrar also considered s. 39(2) of the BIA, which provides for the entitlement of the 

trustee to remuneration not exceeding 7.5% of the realization of the property after the claims of the 

secured creditors have been paid or satisfied. The Registrar stated that s. 39(2) does not provide 

any basis whereby the trustee can claim any priority over the secured creditors for its fees.2 Citing 

Houlden, Morawetz and Sara at page 667, the Registrar noted that if the secured creditor does not 

agree to pay for conservatory measures and the trustee incurs expenses in conserving assets covered 

by the claim of a secured creditor, the secured creditor will not be liable for such expenses.3 The 

Registrar further noted that the trustee had taken the risk that there would be no surplus to cover its 

fees and expenses;4 however, given that there was a retainer in the amount of $5,000, the Registrar 

held that if the retainer was provided by a third party to induce the trustee to take on the file, it 

would be proper for the trustee to apply the deposit against its fees.5 Ultimately, the Registrar held 

that the receiver appointed by the secured creditors was entitled to the assets realized by the trustee, 

subject to the payment of a deemed trust claim in favour of the CRA.6 

22. In so concluding, the Registrar relied on Re Stadnick, another case where the court held that 

a trustee was not entitled to deduct its fees and disbursements from funds otherwise payable to a 

secured creditor. It found that there were no provisions in the BIA which granted the trustee any 

priority over secured creditors.7 The court also pointed to s. 39(2), finding that it provided for the 

precedence of secured claims over the remuneration of the trustee.8 The court further referred to s. 

136(1) of the BIA, and concluded that, based on the legislative distribution scheme under the BIA, 

the trustee’s remuneration enjoys no priority over secured creditors, and the rights of the trustee to 

its fees and expenses were therefore postponed to the rights of secured creditors.9 The court 

recognized that there may be occasions where no compensation is available for a trustee, and this 

 
2 Avery, at para 14. 
3 Avery, at para 22; Re Joly-Sac Inc. (1991), 12 CBR (3d) 182 (QCA). 
4 Avery, at para 23. 
5 Avery, at para 24.  
6 Avery, at paras 25-26. 
7 Stadnick (Re), 2 CBR (3d) 7 (SK KB) [“Stadnick”], at para 10. 
8 Stadnick, at para 10. 
9 Stadnick, at paras 15-16. 
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is a contingency that a trustee ought to take precautions against, such as by taking a deposit or 

obtaining an indemnity before undertaking the work of conserving or realizing on the assets.10 

23. In both Avery and Stadnick, reference was made to s. 39(2) which makes it clear that the 

remuneration of the trustee is to be calculated on the amount remaining out of the property after the 

claims of secured creditors have been paid or satisfied.11 Although s. 39(5) provides that the court 

may vary the amount of the trustee’s remuneration as set forth in s. 39(2), the Registrar of the 

British Columbia Supreme Court in Re ASI Acoustical Supplies Inc. held that s. 39(5) does not 

provide the authority to order a secured creditor to pay the trustee remuneration for realizing on its 

security.12 

24. In Re ASI Acoustical Supplies Inc., where a trustee proceeded to collect accounts receivable 

knowing that they were subject to the security interest of a bank and that there was no surplus for 

the bankrupt estate, the court refused to allow the trustee any remuneration for collecting the 

receivables. The court was of the view that the trustee proceeded at its peril to collect accounts 

receivable knowing that they were subject to security interests and should have made an 

arrangement with the secured creditor for payment of the fees before proceeding with the collection 

of the accounts. It therefore ordered the trustee to provide a revised statement of accounts which 

contemplated the remuneration of the trustee out of any amount remaining after the claims of 

secured creditors have been paid.13 

25. The foregoing cases support the position that a trustee is not entitled to its fees and expenses 

in priority to the claims of secured creditors, and that in instances where there may not be sufficient 

funds remaining to pay the trustee’s fees and expenses, the trustee should take precautions against 

this risk vis-à-vis an arrangement such as a retainer or indemnity. The Trustee, having obtained the 

Retainer and the Indemnity Agreement, should look to those sources and should not be paid its Fees 

out of the Estate in priority to RBC’s Secured Claim. 

 
10 Stadnick, at para 18; Lloyd W. Houlden, Geoffry B. Morawetz and Dr. Janis P. Sarra, Bankruptcy and Insolvency 

Law of Canada, 4th ed. (Toronto: Ontario: Thomson Reuters), at §6:259. 
11 Lloyd W. Houlden, Geoffry B. Morawetz and Dr. Janis P. Sarra, Bankruptcy and Insolvency Law of Canada, 4th ed. 

(Toronto: Ontario: Thomson Reuters), at §6:259. 
12 Re ASI Acoustical Supplies Inc. (1999), 14 CBR (4th) 167 (BCSC) [“ASI Acoustical”], at para 21. 
13 ASI Acoustical, at paras 19 and 22. 
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26. Further, the Fees cannot be added to the Deemed Trust Claim. Directive 12R – 

Administrative Agreements with Insolvency Practitioners, issued by the Office of the 

Superintendent in Bankruptcy (“Directive 12R”),14 sets out the relevant guidance with respect to 

administrative agreements between CRA and trustees in connection with the fees and 

disbursements relating to the administration of a bankrupt estate and outlines CRA’s position 

regarding the payment of some or all of such fees and disbursements with regard to the Crown’s 

priority claim(s).15  

27. Directive 12R provides that CRA will consider allowing the payment of reasonable fees and 

costs of the administration of an estate out of the Crown’s priority claim.16 Such fees and costs are 

those related to the general administration of the estate and/or to the realization of assets against 

which the Crown’s priority claim applies, and includes the trustee’s costs and expenses in 

possessing, storing, insuring and/or selling such assets.  

28. Directive 12R specifically provides that in allowing the payment of reasonable fees and 

costs of the Crown’s priority claim(s), administrative agreements for such allowance by CRA are 

not binding on other creditors holding a priority over fees and costs for administration of the 

estate.17 

29. Directive 12R also includes the guidance that in instances where a secured creditor has not 

released its security interest against the property of the bankrupt, and the estate does not have 

sufficient assets or funds to cover the administrative costs of the estate as a result, CRA will 

typically not enter into an administrative agreement with a trustee for the allowance of the trustee’s 

administrative fees and costs,18 which indicates that it is not the purpose or intention of such 

administrative agreements to provide protection for a trustee’s fees and costs at the expense of or 

in priority to the claims of secured creditors.  

 
14 Administrative Agreements with Insolvency Practitioners, May 7, 2010: https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/office-

superintendent-bankruptcy/en/licensed-insolvency-trustees/notices-trustees-canada-revenue-
agency/administrative-agreements-insolvency-practitioners. 

15 Directive 12R, p. 3.  
16 Directive 12R, p. 3. 
17 Directive 12R, p. 4. 
18 Directive 12R, p. 8. 

https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/office-superintendent-bankruptcy/sites/default/files/attachments/2022/Administrative_Agreements_with_Insolvency_Practitioners.pdf
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/office-superintendent-bankruptcy/sites/default/files/attachments/2022/Administrative_Agreements_with_Insolvency_Practitioners.pdf
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/office-superintendent-bankruptcy/sites/default/files/attachments/2022/Administrative_Agreements_with_Insolvency_Practitioners.pdf
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30. Further, Directive 12R provides that CRA will typically only make such allowances for the 

payment of a trustee’s fees and costs out of the Crown’s priority claim(s) in instances where funding 

for such fees and costs from third-party sources is not available. In that regard, Directive 12R 

provides explicit guidance for trustees to arrange for third-party deposit or guarantee arrangements 

when accepting an appointment as trustee in order to secure recovery of administrative costs, in 

recognition of the fact that there may be insufficient funds in the estate to cover administrative costs 

after the payment of the claims of other creditors. Directive 12R states that trustees should look to 

such third-party deposit or guarantee arrangements before seeking recovery of their administrative 

costs from amounts available for the Crown’s priority claim(s).19 

31. The provisions of Directive 12R outlined above are indicative of the following: 

(a) administrative agreements are intended to address CRA’s position on allowing the 

payment of a trustee’s reasonable fees and costs out of the Crown’s priority claim 

as they relate to the general administration of the estate and/or the realization of an 

asset against which the Crown’s claim applies;  

(b) trustees are expressly encouraged to enter into third-party deposit, guarantee or 

indemnity arrangements, and are directed to exhaust such third-party sources of 

recovery before seeking recovery of fees and costs out of the Crown’s claim; and 

(c) CRA generally enters into administrative agreements where there are no persisting 

security interests or claims by secured creditors, or where such interests have been 

released, and where funding for the trustee’s administrative costs from third-party 

sources is not available. 

32. As emphasized in Directive 12R, the Administrative Agreement and the protection for the 

Fees provided thereunder is not binding on RBC. The Trustee should therefore be required to 

exhaust the above-mentioned third-party sources of recovery in respect of the Fees before seeking 

recovery out of the Estate and should only be entitled to recovery from remaining funds, if any, 

after RBC’s Secured Claim has been fully satisfied.  

 
19 Directive 12R, p. 4. 
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33. With respect to the approval of the Trustee’s activities, as set out in the First Report, as well 

as the approval of the First Report, RBC does not support same, as reflected in the revised 

Administrative Order that was attached to the BLG April 10 Letter.  

34. This is not a case where a court-appointed officer is seeking approval of its activities as part 

of an ongoing insolvency proceeding. Rather, the Trustee sought relief from the Court in the form 

of the AVO in connection with a one-time sale transaction, which RBC did not take a position on. 

The Trustee conveniently included in their Motion Record, which sought the AVO, a stand-alone 

Order in the form of the Administrative Order, which seeks approval of its activities and the First 

Report, which RBC has taken issue with, in the materials filed by RBC in connection with the 

Trustee’s motion. As a result, RBC is requesting the deletion of one paragraph in the Administrative 

Order that purports to approve the First Report and the activities of the Trustee set out therein, as 

same is not required and not appropriate in the circumstances.   

35. In Cosa Nova Fashions Ltd. v. The Midas Investment Corporation, the Court declined to 

grant a general order approving the activities of a receiver. The Court held that a generic approval 

of actions referred to in a report to the Court is meaningless in the absence of specific issues being 

raised and decided, noting that the Court was asked to approve a sales process and any orders made 

in that regard would include all findings necessary to lead to that order.20 Given that the AVO has 

been granted, there is no specific reason for an approval of the Trustee’s activities, or the First 

Report, to be granted, especially in light of the concerns expressed by RBC with respect to the 

Trustee’s activities, as noted the materials filed by RBC to date, including the BLG April 10 Letter.  

 

 
20 Cosa Nova Fashions Ltd. v. The Midas Investment Corporation, 2021 ONSC 3989, at para 2. 
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ENDORSEMENT OF JUSTICE BLACK: 

[1] In this matter the Trustee, MNP, was seeking a schedule for its motion to grant an Administrative Order 
to address, among other items, approval for its activities and fees and those of its counsel. 

[2] RBC, a secured creditor of the Estate, may have concerns about the Trustee’s activities (it is not clear 
whether or not RBC will allege any concerns but to this point, RBC has not specifically contested the amount of 
the fees and disbursements sought), but in any event has expressed disagreement about the source for the 
payment of those fees, and in particular asserted that the fees ought not to be paid out of realizations in the 
Estate in priority to payments to RBC under its security. 

[3] Before today, RBC’s materials indicated that it would be seeking an adjournment of the Trustee’s 
Administrative Order Motion sine die and seeking a Declaration as to the priorities in respect of payments from 
the realizations in the Estate. 

[4] On the eve of the motion (on March 7, 2024), the CRA provided the Trustee with its finalized Trust 
Examination and an amended proof of claim valuing its Deemed Trust Claim at $3,534,468.52. 

[5] Inasmuch as this was one of the significant pieces of information that RBC had said it was awaiting, and 
inasmuch as the certainty about the CRA’s position provides greater clarity to inform RBC’s position, RBC advised 
today that, rather than seeking an indefinite sine die adjournment, it was now looking for just a few weeks. 
RBC’s hope, and that of all concerned, is that the additional brief adjournment will yield additional clarity about 
the other area in which RBC alleged there was insufficient information, namely the question of what, if any 
further realizations are likely. It is hoped that this in turn will inform RBC’s position relative to the proposed 
Administrative Order. 

[6] While in fairness it would have preferred to have me order, today, the proposed timetable set out in 
Schedule A to its Aide Memoire, the Trustee was prepared in the circumstances to agree to a brief further delay. 

[7] It was agreed that the parties will come back for a mutually convenient 9:30 a.m. appointment during 
the week of April 15, over which I will preside if I am available. 

[8] At that time, hopefully with the benefit of greater clarity about realizations, but in any event, I (or one 
of my colleagues) will confirm a schedule for the Trustee’s motion for an Administrative Order. To be clear, 
absent agreement or significant material development(s), there are to be no further adjournments. 

[9] While the precise dates to be confirmed within that schedule are to be discussed, I advised the parties 
that in my view the intervals contemplated in the timetable set out in Schedule A to the Trustee’s Aide Memoire 
are reasonable and appropriate, and I expect the timetable to be set at the next 9:30 a.m. to reflect those same 
sort of intervals. 

 

 

________________________________________ 
Black, J. 

date: March 8, 2024 
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MNP LTD
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March 15, 2024 

Sent Via Email ONLY:  barry.mutis@rbc.com

Royal Bank of Canada 

Special Loans & Advisory Services 

20 King Street West, 2nd Floor,  

Toronto, ON M5H 1C4 

Attention Barry Mutis 

Director 

-and- 

Sent Via Email ONLY:  Rene.Tegelaar@cra-arc.gc.ca

Canada Revenue Agency 

National Insolvency Office 

5800 Hurontario Street, 

Mississauga, ON L5R 4B4 

Attention René A. Tegelaar 

Resource Officer/Complex Case Officer 

Dear Sirs, 

RE: Estate of Integro Building Systems Inc., a Bankrupt 

Further to the March 8, 2024 endorsement of Justice Black and the order to return to Court on April 19, 

2024, the Trustee writes to both Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) and Canada Revenue Agency (“CRA”) to. 

solicit the parties’ respective expectations of the Trustee with regards to continuing collection efforts 

associated with the remaining potential net realizable accounts/holdbacks receivables, the continuation 

of the legal proceedings with Vitrum Glass (“Vitrum”), and any assistance to be provided to RBC and/or 

its advisors in connection with its determination of the likely future realizations.  

To that end, below is a brief commentary on the status of the aforementioned accounts/holdbacks 

receivables and the legal proceedings with Vitrum.   

We advise that the payment of the net holdback receivable on the SickKids project due from PCL 

Constructors (“PCL”) of $1,838,726.08, after the deduction of a reserve for potential future warranty 

issues ($180,000 plus HST), was processed/released by PCL yesterday (March 14, 2024) and is expected 

to be received by the Trustee on Tuesday, March 19, 2024.  We note that this collection, net of additional 
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Roger Jaipargas
T: 416-367-6266
rjaipargas@blg.com

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower
22 Adelaide Street West
Toronto, ON, Canada M5H 4E3
T 416.367.6000
F 416.367.6749
blg.com 

April 10, 2024

DELIVERED BY EMAIL (Matthew.Lem@mnp.ca) 

MNP LTD.
1 Adelaide Street East
Suite 1900
Toronto, ON
M5C 2V9

Attention: Mr. Matthew E. Lem

Dear Mr. Lem,

Re: Estate of Integro Building Systems Inc. (“Integro”), a Bankrupt

Thank you for your letter dated March 15, 2024. 

As you have noted in your letter, it appears that there is a potential for substantial recovery from 
the legal proceedings with Vitrum Glass (the “Vitrum Proceedings”). Accordingly, as you know, 
we previously requested from Cassels Brock & Blackwell (“Cassels”), as counsel to MNP Ltd. in 
its capacity as trustee in bankruptcy (the “Trustee”) of Integro, copies of the pleadings in 
connection with the Vitrum Proceedings, which Cassels has provided to us. 

In addition, we would like to request from the Trustee a detailed and fulsome listing of the accounts 
receivable and the status thereof, in connection with Integro’s various projects, including but not 
limited to, amounts owing on account of projects with State Window Corporation (including The 
Well, 203 Jarvis, VMC East Block, Ellie Condo Development and 88 Queen St.) and EllisDon 
Corporation (including Portland Commons and 489 King St. West). Further, we understand that 
there may be accounts receivable in connection with various other projects, including but not 
limited to, amounts owing from View, Inc., Royal Glass Company, Inc. and First Gulf 
Development Corporation. 

In our view, there is a real prospect of additional realizations in the Integro estate and we would 
appreciate any additional information that the Trustee can provide in connection with all accounts 
receivable, as well as information with respect to any set-off claims that have been asserted and 
any liens that have been filed in connection with each project, including any liens filed by Integro 
and/or the Trustee. We would be grateful if you could provide the foregoing information by April 
15, 2024.
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We do note that collections on these accounts are subject to the claims of Canada Revenue Agency 
(“CRA”) for unremitted source deductions and the secured claims of Royal Bank of Canada 
(“RBC”), as the senior secured creditor of Integro.

To be clear, RBC has never agreed to the arrangements in place between CRA and the Trustee 
with respect to the administrative agreement dated as of November 7, 2023, as amended on 
February 29, 2024 (the “Administrative Agreement”), nor has RBC indicated at any point that it 
would support the payment of any fees or expenses of the Trustee, or its counsel ahead of RBC’s 
secured claims in connection with the realization of any collateral. Any such steps that have been 
taken by the Trustee were taken unilaterally by the Trustee and without the approval or agreement 
of, or direction from RBC.

As you know, KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) was retained by RBC to act as RBC’s financial advisor 
shortly after Integro made an assignment in bankruptcy. RBC is at liberty at any point in time to 
appoint KPMG as a privately-appointed receiver of Integro, under the terms of the RBC security. 
RBC has been cautious in taking that step given the priority claim of CRA. 

As stated in the affidavit of Barry Mutis sworn March 4, 2024, RBC has lost confidence in the 
Trustee, and will not be looking to the Trustee to assist in any realization efforts at any point in 
time. Rather, if any such steps are taken on behalf of RBC, it will look to KPMG for its assistance 
in that regard, assuming that the deemed trust claim of CRA is either retired, or CRA confirms  
that it will not be taking any further steps to advance recoveries and that it will not seek to maintain  
priority for its deemed trust claim, over the secured claims of RBC on any realizations that follow. 
CRA cannot lay in the weeds on this issue. In that regard, I am requesting CRA’s position as to its 
intentions about pursuing further realizations in this estate, or whether it is prepared to stand down 
on same, so that RBC has some certainty going forward. As you can appreciate, RBC will not take 
steps to pursue realizations, only to be met with a claim by CRA as to priority to such realizations. 
Again, any such efforts by RBC will not be with the assistance of the Trustee, but rather with the 
assistance of KPMG.  

We understand that the Trustee entered into an engagement letter with Integro dated August 28, 
2023, which letter included a third-party deposit agreement attached as Schedule A thereto, 
pursuant to which Trustee received a deposit in the amount of $287,000 (the “Retainer”) for the 
purpose of guaranteeing the fees and disbursements of the Trustee and its counsel, in addition to a 
fee indemnity agreement from Hi-Rise Vista Holdings Inc., 61/67 Claireville Holdings Ltd. and 
Chafhold Corporation attached as Schedule B to the engagement letter. We also understand that to 
date, the Retainer has not been applied to the fees and disbursements of the Trustee and its counsel. 
We would be grateful if you could confirm same. 

As you know, a case conference has been scheduled before Justice Black on April 19, 2024 to 
schedule the Trustee’s motion for the Administrative Order substantially in the form attached at 
Tab 4 of the Motion Record of the Trustee dated as of February 15, 2024 (the “Trustee’s 
Motion”). In an effort to reduce the costs associated with numerous court attendances and further 
litigation, we have instructions from RBC to not oppose a form of the Administrative Order that 
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includes the changes set out in the blackline of the Administrative Order that is attached to this 
letter. As well, we will be seeking an endorsement (the “Endorsement”) from the Court that 
provides as follows:

To the extent that MNP and Cassels look to CRA for payment of their fees and 
disbursements (“Fees and Disbursements”) as a result of the Administrative Order, or 
any further Order of the Court, such Fees and Disbursements, up to a maximum amount 
of $305,560.13, must be paid out of the recovery that would otherwise be payable to 
CRA up to a maximum amount of $3,534,468.52 (the “Deemed Trust Amount”) and 
such Fees and Disbursements cannot be added to the Deemed Trust Amount, nor paid 
in priority to the secured claims of RBC.

In our view, if the Trustee and CRA agree to the revised Administrative Order and the 
Endorsement, same can be sought from the Court at the case conference with Justice Black on 
April 19, 2024. If the parties are not agreeable to the form of Administrative Order that is attached 
hereto and the Endorsement, we will need to agree to a timetable for a hearing of the Trustee’s 
Motion. 

We look forward to hearing from you and CRA.

Yours truly,

Roger Jaipargas

RJ/je

cc Client (by email)
Doug Smith, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP (by email)
Attorney General of Canada, Department of Justice (by email)
Alan Merskey, Jane Dietrich and Alec Hoy, Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP (by email)

143903167:v6



Court File No.: BK-23-00459641-0031
Estate No.: 31-459641

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

(COMMERCIAL LIST)
IN BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY

THE HONOURABLE ) FRIDAY, THE 23RD19th

)

JUSTICE WILTON-SIEGELBLACK ) DAY OF FEBRUARYAPRIL, 2024

IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY OF
INTEGRO BUILDING SYSTEMS INC.,

OF THE CITY OF VAUGHAN,
IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

THIS MOTION, made by MNP Ltd. (“MNP”) in its capacity as licensed insolvency trustee

(the “Trustee”) of Integro Building Systems Inc. (the “Bankrupt”) for an order, inter alia, approving

the activities of the Trustee as set out in the First Report to Court of the Trustee dated February

14, 2024 (the “First Report”) and the fees and disbursements of the Trustee and its counsel,

Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP (“Cassels”), as set out in the affidavit of Sheldon Title sworn

February 14, 2024 and the affidavit of Jane Dietrich sworn February 14, 2024 (together, the “Fee

Affidavits”), was heard this day by judicial videoconference via Zoom in Toronto, Ontario.

ON READING the Notice of Motion of the Trustee, the First Report and the Appendices

thereto including the Fee Affidavits, the Supplemental Report to the First Report of the Trustee

dated February 22, 2024, the Affidavit of Joanna Earl sworn February 22, 2024 and the Affidavit

of Barry Mutis sworn March 4, 2024, and on hearing the submissions of counsel for the Trustee,

State Window Corporationcounsel for Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) and the other parties

listed on the counsel slip, no one appearing for any other party although duly served as appears

from the affidavit of service of Alec Hoy sworn February 15, 2024,.

SERVICE



1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time for service of the Notice of Motion and the Motion

Record is hereby abridged and validated so that this Motion is properly returnable today and

hereby dispenses with further service thereof.



[Different first page setting changed from off in original to on in modified.].
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APPROVAL OF THE FEES & ACTIVITIES

2. THIS COURT ORDERS that the First Report, and the activities of the Trustee described

therein, be and are hereby approved, provided that only MNP in its personal capacity and only

with respect to its personal liability, shall be entitled to rely upon or utilize such approval in any

way.

2. 3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Trustee’s statement of receipts and disbursements

for the period from August 31, 2023 to February 13, 2024 attached at Appendix “M” to the First

Report be and are hereby approved.

3. 4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the fees and disbursements of the Trustee and Cassels,

as described in the First Report and the Fee Affidavits, be and are hereby approved.

4. THIS COURT ORDERS AND DECLARES that the fees and disbursements of the

Trustee  and its legal counsel, Cassels approved pursuant to paragraph 3 of this Order and any

further Orders of this Court approving fees and disbursements hereafter are and shall be

approved on the basis that the payment of same shall not be paid out of the estate of the

Bankrupt in priority to the secured claims of RBC as the secured creditor of the Bankrupt.

GENERAL

5. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order shall have full force and effect in all provinces

and territories in Canada.



[Different first page setting changed from off in original to on in modified.].

6. THIS COURT ORDERS that this Order and all of its provisions are effective as of 12:01

a.m. (Eastern Time) on the date of this Order without the need for entry or filing.
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April 12, 2024 

  
Via Email 

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP 
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower 
22 Adelaide Street West, Suite 3400 
Toronto, ON  M5H 4E3 
Attention: Roger Jaipargas 
RJaipargas@blg.com   

Dear Mr. Jaipargas: 

   
Re:   Estate of Integro Building Systems Inc. (“Integro”), a bankrupt 

As you are aware, we are counsel to MNP Ltd. (“MNP”) in its capacity as the licensed insolvency 
trustee (the “Trustee”) in respect of the estate of Integro (the “Estate”). 

We write in response to your letter to MNP, in its capacity as the Trustee, dated April 10, 2024 
(the “April 10 Letter”), and to address the statements, questions and requests of your client, 
Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”), set out therein. 

Administrative Order & Endorsement  

With respect to the draft of the Administrative Order attached to the April 10 Letter, the Trustee is 
not agreeable to a form of the order that does not approve the Trustee’s activities or the First 
Report to Court of the Trustee dated February 14, 2023 (the “First Report”). The Trustee is 
otherwise agreeable to the terms set out therein, presuming that you have reached agreement 
with CRA on this point.  

The Trustee notes that, as set out in the April 10 Letter, RBC does not intend to seek the Trustee’s 
assistance with any future realization efforts “at any point in time”. Accordingly, following the 
granting of the Administration Order, the Trustee intends to wind-up the Estate and seek its 
discharge. As such, it is a material condition to the Trustee that the Administration Order provide 
for, among other things, (i) approval of the Trustee’s activities and the First Report and (ii) 
payment of the fees and expenses that were reasonably incurred by the Trustee and its legal 
counsel.  

As the approval of the Trustee’s activities and the First Report is of significant importance to the 
Trustee and is appropriate in the circumstances, if RBC is not agreeable to consenting to approval 
of the Trustee’s activities, the Trustee is prepared to continue its motion for such approval.  

mailto:RJaipargas@blg.com
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With respect to RBC’s proposed language to be included in an endorsement from the Court 
regarding payment of the Trustee’s fees and expenses, provided RBC consents to the inclusion 
of the approval of the Trustee’s activities and the First Report in the Administration Order to be 
put forward before Justice Black on April 19, 2024, the Trustee is agreeable to including such 
language in any endorsement. The Trustee notes that it is of the understanding that such 
proposed language is reflective of the terms of an agreement reached between Canada Revenue 
Agency (“CRA”) and RBC, and that inclusion of such language remains subject to CRA’s approval 
and the Trustee’s support of such language is conditional thereon. 

With respect to the deposit received by the Trustee in connection with its engagement letter with 
Integro dated August 28, 2023, the Trustee confirms/advises that (i) the deposit was in the amount 
of $287,000 (the “Retainer”) and (ii) only recently, the Retainer has been applied to the fees and 
disbursements of the Trustee and its counsel to the extent of $161,787.32, inclusive of HST. 

Production of Documents 

With respect to your request for a detailed and fulsome listing of the accounts receivable and the 
status thereof in connection with Integro’s various projects by April 15, 2024, please find attached 
a detailed receivable listing, together with commentary. Additionally, the Trustee is agreeable to 
providing other relevant documents that are currently in its possession and which are not 
confidential or privileged, including any such relevant documents that the Trustee has prepared 
for public distribution in the course of its administration of the Estate. As we would expect that 
RBC’s financial advisor, KPMG LLP (“KPMG”), will be reviewing such materials, we would 
suggest that you have KPMG speak directly with the Trustee to coordinate the delivery of same. 
We trust this addresses your request. 

The Trustee further notes that, as acknowledged in the April 10 Letter, it has provided to RBC 
copies of the pleadings in connection with the legal proceedings with Vitrum Glass, and there are 
no outstanding requests to the Trustee in respect thereof.  

The Trustee is hopeful that any remaining disputes between the parties can be resolved in 
advance of the case conference scheduled before the Honourable Justice Black on April 19, 2024 
and looks forward to your response. 
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Yours truly, 

Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP 

Alan Merskey 
Partner 
 

 

AM/am 
 
Copies to: Matthew E. Lem, MNP Ltd. (by email) 

Jane Dietrich & Alec Hoy, Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP (by email) 
Doug Smith, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP (by email) 
Sandra Tsui & Bryant Godkin, Department of Justice (by email) 
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